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leader in balanced crop nutrition. With over a decade of proven results, MicroEssentials® by The Mosaic Company,
increases corn yields an average of 7.2 bu/ac compared to traditional fertilizer.
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ERIC MOBERG
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
board chairman

IT TAKES A STRONG TEAM
TO PROFIT DURING LEAN YEARS

I have heard several old-timers say they have never seen a year like this with such swings
in the weather. From deep snow to drought, no matter how smart we farmers think we are, Mother Nature
once again proves she has the final say.
Greetings from your CHS SunPrairie producer board. I wanted to give you a few updates as harvest gets
underway. Jay Debertin was named CEO of CHS Inc. this spring, replacing Carl Casale. Growing up in
East Grand Forks and coming up through the ranks of CHS the past 33 years, he is very familiar with the
cooperative system. North Dakota boards had a chance to meet him at a town hall meeting this summer, and
as a local board, we are happy with his candor and willingness to tackle issues head on. We are excited to see
what the future holds under Jay’s leadership.
Our Highway 83 project near Lansford is coming along nicely. It is slightly behind schedule because of the
weather issues this spring, but is still tracking to be completed in the spring of 2018. There are two cameras
at the site that can be accessed through our website, chssunprairie.com, if you would like to check in on the
construction progress.
As a board, we voted earlier this year to close the grain handling facilities we have in Lignite and Velva.
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Several factors play into these decisions, and they
are not made easily, or done overnight. We value
your business as a producer, and try and make the
best decisions for our trade area that will benefit
you in the long run.
The fiscal year end is approaching and things look
very solid at CHS SunPrairie. Our grain, agronomy
and feed divisions are doing well. It is easy to
make money during the good years, but it takes
good managers and employees to do it in the lean
years. Strong earnings help the business grow and
also come back to you as patronage.

Our Highway 83 project
is coming along nicely.
It should be completed in
the spring of 2018.

In closing, on behalf of the board, thank you for
your business this past year. Have a safe and
better than expected harvest. n
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DARREN SLETTEN
ENERBASE
board chairman

DAN SEM
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
general manager

DRIVEN BY A
VISION AND A MISSION
We completed another fast and furious spring
that proved to be one of the fastest plantings in
my 24 years in the business. Virtually our whole crop
was put in the month of May! The factors involved in a
spring of that much speed and velocity are amazing. The
number of tons, bags and gallons of products that need
to be positioned can only be done with the right people
and equipment.
Dakota Agronomy Partners has invested heavily over the
past few years in both hard and soft assets to create a
business model that is built on dedication to the country
and making sure we deliver on our promise of service.
Our fertilizer upgrade at Ryder provided a much needed
increase in velocity and capacity. We added six fertilizer
tanks and a thirteen-ton blender to service our growers
in that region. This expansion cut waiting times for
the growers and our application team in the field. DAP
also opened the doors on a new Agronomy Center in
Newburg. This addition was critical in consolidating our
sales staff in and around the Newburg area. We now
have 10,000 sq. feet of heated storage and bulk crop
protection products, along with an outstanding office area
containing a conference room for winter meetings. These
investments have improved our strength in agronomy in
those communities we serve.
Along with hard assets we have also added some key
employees at some of our locations to continue our goal
of getting to the farm and offering our whole agronomy
package. Karissa Berg is heading up our Crop Consulting
business in the Newburg area, along with the addition of
Blake Erickson on the Agronomy Sales side of that same
business unit.
We continue to build strong young performers within our
DAP family, and it is equally important that we recognize
the core group we have that will lead these new
employees into the future. We would like to acknowledge
this group, who combined represents 280 years of
dedication to agriculture and building this company, and
thank them for their excellent service year after year.

OUR VISION
To be the preferred supplier of products, services and
expertise to agricultural producers, while maximizing
return to the owners.

OUR MISSION
To be knowlegeable and competitive in providing
technology, products and services. Partnering with
agricultural producers through strong relationships,
focused on adding value to the grower.

Lyle Johnson, Minot Seed Plant Manager – 35 years

IN A HARD PULL

Did you get some rain? How are things looking? These are the
common questions that are asked this year. At the time of this writing, in
early July, there is a lot of anxiety about the weather. Crops are hanging on,
but the pastures are turning brown. I have been farming long enough to
know there are great, average and poor years; however, only time will tell
which category 2017 will fall into. But no matter good or bad, producers are
able to adjust accordingly.
2017 is proving to be a challenging year for Enerbase as well. With the down
turn in the Ag sector, and the change in the energy picture, we must continue
to be creative to maintain and grow profits. Management is doing a great job
maintaining services while holding costs down. As a board, we are focusing
on a time of maintenance, while keeping an eye out for growth opportunities
that may present themselves. Servicing debt has become a focal point in
the last months. One of our on going projects is the c-store remodel at
Washburn. With a couple of phases done it is looking great. We are waiting
to do further work as we evaluate how the year progresses. Check it out, you
will be impressed!
I was elected chairman this spring after Greg Marshall decided to slow
down a bit. Greg provided great leadership through the greatest growth
spurt Enerbase has seen. He continues to be a vital member of the board
and I look to him for insights on how to do it right. Thank you, Greg, for your
service.

John Ouradnik, Minot Seed Conditioner – 35 years
Darrel Schieve, Minot Plant Manager – 29 years
Eric Folstad, Glenburn Location Manager – 27 years
Steve Buchholz, Agronomy Sales Account Manager – 25 years
Dan Sem, General Manager – 24 years
Ruth Geyer, Office Manager – 23 years
Shane Lester, Newburg Location Manager – 22 years
Bob Johnson, Driver – 20 years
Mike Benjamin, Agronomy Sales Manager – 20 years
Jeff Heil, Agronomy Operations Manager – 20 years
The DAP team has a very experienced staff that is continuing
to develop new talent every season. Our Vision and Mission
continue to guide us in a direction of service, technology and
value to our owners and patrons. We would like to thank
our patrons for choosing the DAP team to be a part of their
farming operation. n

Dakota Agronomy Partners has invested heavily in both hard
and soft assets to create a business model that is built on
dedication and delivering on the promise of our service.
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NEVER SAY WHOA

A lesson I learned long ago could best describe how to handle life in difficult
times. This is the story. I was 13 years old and starting to handle the chore
of summer fallowing all on my own. These were the days of half crop and
half fallow, I know many of you can relate. The field was seven miles from
home and my father was going to check on me after a couple of hours.
Opening the field with the stubble mixed with tansy mustard, it was not clear
what area around the edge of the field was wet or dry. Being inexperienced,
the front tire sliding instead of turning didn’t register. I was in trouble and
panicked. Instead of lifting the cultivator I put it in the ground deeper. Soon I
was stuck. Everything I tried made it worse. I walked to a neighbor’s and got
a ride home. My Father and I brought the other tractor and a heavy chain to
get my machine out. We managed to unhook the cultivator and hook up the
chain. Dad told me what to do, and then added before going to his tractor,
“Don’t stop until I do.” The tractors roared, the mud flew, and I was scared
to death. We were steadily getting out, then progress seemed to slow. We
were moving, but very slowly, and I pushed in the clutch and we stopped.
Dad reset his tractor and said to me, “Never say whoa in a hard pull.” This
time I didn’t stop and we got the tractor out. After we hooked the cultivator
back up, Dad explained what he said about not saying whoa. “Your grandpa
farmed with horses and always told me to never say whoa in a hard pull,
because if you stop you’re done. If you quit, you’re done. As long as you are
moving, even a little bit, you’re making progress.” This is a principle that
has stayed with me my entire life, and when things get difficult, that simple
phrase reminds me to never give up, just keep on trying. n
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an Ag lending team
whose roots run deep.

COLE STOBER
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
grain procurement

THE USDA’S JUNE 30 REPORT SHOWS

SPRING WHEAT AND SOYBEAN
ACRES ARE DOWN

It has been a different spring for the ages. I would
first like to start off and say thank you to all the hard
work every one of you do each and every day. We greatly
appreciate your support and your business!

Mark Larson

Tyler Neether

Matt Benson

Troy Hedberg

701-420-6721

701-420-6723

701-420-6728

701-385-6807

Minot • Kenmare
townandcountry.org
Federally Insured by NCUA

YOUR NEW SECRET
WEAPON AGAINST
TOUGH-TO-CONTROL WEEDS.

dakotaagronomy.com

Minot Office: 852-3567

StrikeLock™ adjuvant is specifically designed to enhance the performance of
oil-loving herbicides, providing better protection against tough-to-control

This year spring started off with a whirl wind. First, we
started off with some record snowfall which delayed
planting, then everyone managed to squeeze the planting
season basically into one month, and now we are facing
drought-like conditions in parts of the state.
Wheat futures are the most active so far, with spring
wheat leading the way. Crop ratings for spring wheat
have continuously dropped for the last two weeks, with
June 20th showing a 41% good/excellent rating and are
expected to drop again, potentially below that 40% rating.
Wheat futures are reacting to the fact that weather has not
been supportive as basically zero rain has been seen in
western ND and eastern Montana, as well as some parts of
South Dakota. This leads one to wonder if the crop is too
far along that any future rain will help. The USDA’s June
30th report recorded spring wheat acres at 10.9 million,
which was down from the average of 11.2 million.
The soybean market has been on very shaky ground, as
we all were expecting an increase in acres, but in fact
acres were slightly decreased. Trade was looking for 89.9
million acres, but the USDA reported 89.5 million instead,
which caused beans to rally in the double digits and that
trend continued into July. With Brazil’s currency being

weaker, many South American farmers are continuing to
sit on their 16/17 crop with hopes that the currency value
continues to drop. This could spur some increased selling
out of Brazil, therefore making the U.S. less competitive
in the export market. There isn’t any fresh news to help
support the soybean market, other than traders continuing
to watch the weather as we move forward. This warm
weather and zero rain in the western/central part of the
state, as well as South Dakota and Montana, should make
for a roller coaster like market!
Unfavorable weather and dryness have been helping to
pull the corn market slightly higher. As we move closer
to harvest, weather will be the most important factor
for yields. Weekly crop rating reports will be watched
closely as they seem to worsen each week from the lack
of moisture. The corn market has been flat this spring,
with pressure arising from Brazil’s record crop, and their
second one on the way which is starting to become
available to the market. Corn was expected to lose some
acres and beans were to surpass them, but the markets
had other plans in store. The USDA posted corn acres
at 90.88 million acres, higher than the average of 89.9
million.
I want to remind you that we do have services to help
contract some new crop and lock in some of these rallies.
It’s always a good idea to price on the rally compared to
pricing on the way down. Contact any of us here at CHS
SunPrairie and we will help in any way possible! n

weeds. The powerful combination of a high surfactant MSO and industryleading drift and deposition performance gives you a solution that will help

THE USDA’S JUNE 30 REPORT RECORDED:

deliver results, even in the toughest conditions. Learn more at winfield.com

SPRING WHEAT
ACRES PLANTED

SOYBEAN
ACRES PLANTED

CORN
ACRES PLANTED

10.9 MILLION

89.5 MILLION

90.88 MILLION

SPRING WHEAT
ACRES AVERAGE

SOYBEAN
ACRES AVERAGE

CORN
ACRES AVERAGE

11.2 MILLION

89.75 MILLION

89.9 MILLION

StrikeLock is a trademark and WinField is a registered trademark
of Winfield Solutions, LLC. © 2016 Winfield Solutions, LLC
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DARRELL SCHERESKY
ENERBASE
washburn agronomy manager

STEVE ERDMAN
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
minot location manager

CHOICES MADE IN A

DRY CROP YEAR

SPOTTY RAINS

Drought conditions definitely took their
toll on crop emergence in our area this
spring. It seems like many of the drills, with all

CAN EFFECT YIELD
IN A NEGATIVE WAY

their good points, still needed a little rain following
seeding to make them work like we expected
them to.

In my 18 years with Dakota Agronomy I have seen
many different spring seasons. This May and June have
been the driest I have experienced. We started the winter
months with a lot of snow and most fields around Minot
started the spring with adequate moisture. Through spring,
rains have been spotty, with some areas getting enough
moisture to get the early planted fields off to a good start.
Since then some of the later seeded crops have shown
uneven emergence. Some seeds are emerging as more rain
falls, but uneven stands can affect yield in a negative way.
Most canola fields have good stands and are doing well, but
hopefully by the time you are reading this we have received
more rain and the canola and soybeans yield well. One bright
spot is the spring wheat price has been going up. This could
help offset some of the lower wheat yields. With yields less
than last year the higher price can help make up some of the
difference in gross dollars/acre.

Some seeds are emerging
as more rain falls, but
uneven stands can affect
yield in a negative way.

From the cab of a sprayer, and maybe now from
the cab of a combine, it was very noticeable
where some extra weed pressure depleted
moisture and robbed us of a stand in places
in our fields. Now we know all weeds steal
nutrients and moisture, but the ones that seem
especially annoying to me are tansy mustard, and
the “cheat” grass brome species. Why are they
especially annoying? First, because they can
almost eliminate a stand in combination with dry
conditions. Secondly, because we are already
spraying to kill these particular weeds in the fall
anyway. Timing plays in to this a little and that is
part of my reason for bringing this up. Spraying
later in the fall will help reduce the spring pressure
of these particular weeds. Spraying before they
emerge obviously does no good, unless you are
adding products with some residual.
With this spring’s lack of stand and lack of yield

potential, many producers reduced the herbicide
package that would normally have been applied.
I am worried about how the size of some of
these Japanese Brome trouble areas will no
doubt grow in size for next year, so again time
your glyphosate application late this fall to
help address these areas. If we are short on
moisture next spring, we can’t afford to share
what little we have with some of these more
aggressive thirsty weeds.
Another item to pay particular attention to is
getting soil testing done this fall. I would expect
more variability in leftover nutrients, especially if
you notice variability of yield on the combine, or
even reduced yields in general. Let’s check this
out and make our plans for our next crop.
Short-term choices can make sense, but often
have long-term consequences. So next year,
with more rain, and more yield potential, we
will need to clean up some extra pressure on
these fields. Ask our agronomists how we
can accomplish this for you in an economical
and timely manner to do the best job for your
crop and bottom line. Good luck with all your
operations this fall. n

I would like to thank all of our customers for doing business
with DAP this year. I would also like to thank all of the
employees at DAP for the hard work and long hours they put
in each and every spring. We strive to get the job done in a
timely manner.
It’s not too early to be thinking about fall fertilizer. We have a
great line of equipment and a knowledgable team to tackle
your fall application needs. It pays to get some of your acres
done in the fall so give us a call to line it up. I look forward to
working with everyone in the future. n
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JENNA WHALEN
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
ag sales/agronomist

JEREMY ANDERSON
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
agronomy operations manager

ACCURATE DATA
COLLECTION
IS KEY
Greetings from Mohall! This year seems

KEEP YOUR

WEEDS IN
CHECK
THIS FALL

Hello from the CHS SunPrairie agronomy division. As I write this we
are moving from herbicide season to fungicide season. Soon we will be putting
the skinny tires and crop dividers on and helping growers finish off their cropping
season. We were very busy this spring with spreading, spraying and scouting
for bugs and weeds ahead of the sprayers. There was never a dull moment. In
mid-June we got some much needed rain to carry the crop on to the next stage of
growing. As long as we can keep the crop healthy these last couple of weeks we
will be looking at a good harvest this year.
As the crop moves on we
should also think about
desiccation. Pea harvest
is just around the corner,
with wheat coming in
shortly after. While
others are thinking about
desiccation for straight
cutting, others are getting
the swathers ready to take some canola down. Some Invigor canola varieties
have pod shatter traits that will allow it to be swathed later than usual for a more
uniform dry down or to straight cut. Either way, weeds will still be showing up
so having a fall desiccation or burndown application plan is the best way to keep
them in check.

Having a fall desiccation or
burndown application plan
is the best way to keep
weeds in check.

It has been a safe and productive planting season and we hope everyone is able
to continue on into harvest. Thank you for your business, and as always, call with
any questions. n
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to have been the year of ups and downs,
especially for the northern areas. We had quite
a bit of moisture over the winter and in the
early weeks of spring, planting was looking
somewhat doom and gloom. Fast forward
about a month and we were getting desperate
for a rain. It’s no secret that the southern
regions have been in even more of a need for
moisture throughout the spring/early summer,
and unfortunately some of those spotty rain
showers were untimely for the crops. The
crops in the southern areas have been fighting
quite the battle when it comes to precipitation,
and the drought stresses have definitely put
some of our “standby” varieties to the test.
As we creep closer to the beginning of harvest,
there are a few things to keep in mind. One
of them, and maybe the most important, is
data collection. Harvest gets to be quite hectic
quite quickly, but it’s important to calibrate
your yield monitors, and to continue to
calibrate throughout harvest. If your monitors
aren’t calibrated correctly, the data you are
collecting is not very useful. Think of the motto
“garbage in, garbage out.” You can take away
a lot of useful data and helpful information
after harvest if your yield monitors are utilized
like they should be. Once your monitors are
calibrated (or re-calibrated) watch to see what
your yield monitor does in wet areas vs. dry
areas. Note the differences in varieties in these
areas, as some varieties can handle moisture
stress and drought stress better than others.
This info could be helpful in the years to come,
helping you choose varieties that will do better
given the conditions. Also, keep your fertilizer
program in mind during harvest. Keep in mind

It’s important to calibrate
your yield monitors and
to continue to calibrate
throughout harvest.
the yield goal you fertilized for, and how much
fertilizer you put down this spring. For growers
that have been utilizing variable rate programs,
take note of any positive or negative results
you may be seeing so you can go back to your
variable rate maps and update your variable
rate plans as needed.
Another thing to keep in mind is soil testing
after harvest. Soil testing will help you better
understand what nutrients are left in the
ground, and can help give you a better idea of
what your fertilizer needs will be next spring.
Make sure you organize your soil testing acres
with your local agronomist early!
I hope everyone has a safe and successful
harvest! n
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SHERI ENDRESEN
ENERBASE
petroleum operations manager

5 BENEFITS OF
USING PROPANE
IN THE HOME

Propane is a safe, efficient and reliable alternative to electricity for many appliances. Some people
use propane to go off the grid, while others have propane available alongside the standard electricity in
their home. Propane is an affordable choice that’s ideal for families who want to minimize their carbon
footprint and go a little greener.

IT’S A HIGH ENERGY ALTERNATIVE
Propane, or liquefied petroleum (LPG), is a high energy alternative to traditional fuels. It has a higher
octane rating than gasoline. Propane is colorless and odorless and vaporizes into a gas. The smell
associated with propane is actually an odorant known as ethyl mercaptan, which is added so users can
detect a leak.
While an electric heat pump delivers air only slightly warmer than the human body, propane provides a
consistent air supply around 115 degrees. Electricity will take an hour to reheat a hot water tank, but
propane can do the job in 20 minutes. This is surprisingly an efficient choice for powering your home.

PROPANE IS SAFE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Propane is listed as a clean fuel in the 1990 Clean Air Act as well as the Energy Policy act of 1992. It
burns cleaner than any other fossil fuel. Propane does not contaminate groundwater or soil. If you’re
interested in maintaining an environmentally friendly home, propane is a powerful solution.

IT IS A RELIABLE CHOICE IN AN EMERGENCY
In an emergency situation where your electricity is knocked out, your propane fueled appliances will still
work. This is a safe and reliable choice that won’t leave you without heat when you need it most. The
only requirement is that you keep your propane tank well maintained and filled. One gallon of propane
provides 27 kilowatt hours of electricity and 91,600 Btu’s. If you’re using propane, keep in mind that
propane tanks are only filled to 80 percent of their capacity to allow for expansion. Propane expands in
hot temperatures.

PROPANE IS A SAFE ENERGY PICK
Propane tanks are 20 times more puncture resistant than those used for gasoline or diesel fuel. If you
do experience a propane leak, the added odorant will help you detect it. Propane has the distinct smell
of rotting eggs to alert you to any problems.

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY ON THIS CHOICE
Propane is an affordable alternative to electric appliances. Heating your water with propane rather than
electricity will save you 30 percent a year. A propane clothes dryer is 50 percent more efficient than its
electric counterpart.
Enerbase can offer scheduled or automatic propane delivery to meet your residential or commercial
needs. Call us 852.2501 to learn more about how we can supply your propane needs. n
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HOW MANY DIGITS CAN YOUR
YIELD MONITOR DISPLAY?
SY VALDA—The Yield Warrior
SY INGMAR—Top Choice for Economic Return
SY SOREN—Maximum Return Per Acre
Dakota Agronomy Partners has the local knowledge and experience
to help you select and manage your wheat crop for maximum
production. For more information on AgriPro® wheat varieties and
certified seed, contact Dakota Agronomy Partners.

DakotaAgronomy.com | (701) 852-5608

© 2017 Syngenta. PVPA 1994—Unauthorized propagation prohibited. Plant variety protection applied for or granted for Syngenta
varieties. AgriPro®, the Alliance Frame, the Purpose Icon and the Syngenta logo are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company.

KARISSA BERG
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
crop consultant

THE IMPORTANCE OF

PRE-HARVEST AND
POST-HARVEST BURNDOWN
I would like to start off by
introducing myself. My name is
Karissa Berg and I started working
for Dakota Agronomy Partners
in March of this year. I am a Crop
Consultant out of the Newburg location.
I grew up on a farm just outside of
Bottineau, ND, and have been working on
the farm since I was about eight years old.
I still work on the farm and I also starting
farming some land of my own three
years ago. It keeps me busy but I love the
adrenaline rush! I graduated from NDSU
with a Bachelor’s Degree in Crop and
Weed Science in 2015. I have two years
of previous crop consulting experience as
well.

As fall will soon be approaching, keep in
mind the options of pre-harvest burndown
as well as post-harvest burndown. Preharvest burndown may be beneficial in
gaining control of unwanted weeds during
harvest. We all know how miserable it is to
harvest a field that has unwanted weeds in
it such as kochia, wild buckwheat, etc. Keep
in mind, most products have a seven day
pre-harvest interval. The seed moisture also
needs to be between 30-35% to prevent
damage to seed germination.
When it comes to post-harvest burndown,
there are many options to choose from.
The biggest thing to keep in mind here is
crop rotation. Some herbicides have fairly
long residual so always make sure to read

the label to avoid making these errors.
As a crop consultant and being out in the
same fields year after year, I do notice
a difference between the fields that
received a post-harvest burndown and the
fields that did not.
I would also like to remind everyone about
the importance of soil testing. A soil
test determines the amount of fertilizer
needed to meet the requirements of the
specific crop, while also determining the
nutrients that are already present in the
soil.
I hope everyone has a great harvest
season and I look forward to meeting and
working with you all. n

As a crop consultant, I notice
a difference between fields
that received burndown and
fields that did not.
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J AY M E B U R K H A R T
CHS SUNPRAIRIE
marketing & communications

WARREN BOEHLER
AGRABASE
wholesale and sales distributor

CHS SUNPRAIRIE HAS RAISED
OVER $138,000 FOR LOCAL
FOOD PANTRIES SINCE 2012

CHS SunPrairie joined CHS locations across the country in sending more than
$725,000 and 610,000 pounds of food to hungry families through the annual CHS
Harvest for Hunger food, funds and grain drive led by the Country Operations division of
CHS. Since the program’s launch in 2011, more than $4.7 million and 3.4 million pounds
of food have been raised.
Donations were distributed to the local food pantries in north central North Dakota in
June. CHS SunPrairie participated in the 2017 Harvest for Hunger drive held
March 1-20 by holding silent auctions, raffles and dinners to help raise funds.
Locally, CHS SunPrairie raised over $22,000 this year and we were able to donate
those funds among ten local pantries. Since 2012 CHS SunPrairie has donated a total
of $138,317 to food pantries in the communities we serve!

AGRABASE
PARTNERS

WITH GROWERS
& AG COMPANIES
Last year, after spending four years selling
ag equipment for Enerbase, I was presented
with the opportunity to switch from working
with retail customers to working with
dealers on the wholesale side. In October I

South Dakota, Iowa and Nebraska. They can all be seen at our main office here
in Minot. We wholesale these items to dealers including Enerbase’s Ag Sales
department. Other dealers that have picked up the product line have Kramble
products available also. We are planning on getting more distribution and
availability throughout the region as the summer progresses.

accepted the position with Agrabase, formerly
Aemsco, selling parts and accessories to our
dealers, as well as developing retail sales for a
Canadian company that we represent as their US
distributor. I still work with and have contact with
everyone at Enerbase, and I work out of the same
building, but now have different responsibilities.
Enerbase and Agrabase are both part of the same
company, each with their own customers, job
specialties and products or services they offer.

Another part of Agrabase’s business involves distributing and warehousing
parts for major companies in the farm industry. Ag Shield, Air Seeder
Hoppers, AWS/Temp Farm, Brandt, Honey Bee, Morris, SeedHawk, Amco,
Bale King and Meridian/Sakundiak are all companies that we handle parts for
and distribute regionally or nationwide. We carry an extensive inventory of
the fastest moving parts from these companies and have many other parts
available. Once we receive your order it can be picked up here, shipped to
your dealer, or sent directly where you need it so you can get back to work
with little downtime.

At Agrabase I sell McKay sweeps, plow bolts,
Roto-Shear crop cutters and Kramble Industries
accessories. The Kramble line is relatively new
to the US and is manufactured in Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan. Kramble designs and builds 12
volt motorized carts, swing auger and conveyor
hopper movers, and take out auger movers. They
also manufacture electric trailer chute openers,
endgate openers, electric, air, or hydraulic hoists
and winches. These can all be operated through a
control box or remotely with a wireless transmitter.
We also sell wireless full bin alarms and truck
camera systems from Kramble. Agrabase has
featured these items at ag shows in North and
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Agrabase also has a division that assembles and transports equipment and
machinery to dealers in North Dakota, South Dakota and Montana. Our
assembly manager, Eric, and his crews set up equipment for some of the
biggest names in agriculture. These companies demand that we do an
efficient and accurate job. You can have confidence that if it was assembled
here it was done correctly to manufacturer’s specifications. We can do
repairs on equipment, replace damaged parts such as bent auger tubes, or do
installation of things such as auger or conveyor movers. We can pick up and
deliver these items if needed through our transportation personnel.
Whether you are a dealer looking for parts, services, repairs or a customer
needing parts, equipment or help getting something running like it should
be, contact us here at Agrabase in Minot, or Enerbase in Minot, Washburn,
Glenburn or Ryder. n
17

FARM AND
RANCH
SUCCESSION

is a looming issue – an estimated 70
percent of U.S. farmland will change hands
in the next 20 years. Are you ready?

Just as you rely on CHS SunPrairie for local
expertise and the practical know-how to take your
operation to the next level of precision, you can also
look to us for resources to help you transfer your
operation to the next generation.

See for yourself.
Start by talking to your local
Mycogen Seed dealer or sales
representative.

Nationwide® offers the Land As Your Legacy®
program to all CHS members through CHS
Insurance to ease the emotional and financial
burden often experienced when transitioning a farm
or ranch to the next generation.

Kelly Eggl
(701) 240-2152
kfeggl@dow.com

Through the Land As Your Legacy program, you’ll
develop a personalized plan utilizing a three-step
approach:
1. GATHER THE FACTS
The Land As Your Legacy advisor will walk you
through a series of questions to determine where
you are in the planning process -- even if you
haven’t started a plan yet. After this session you
will have established goals and objectives required
to facilitate a smooth transition, and ensure the
values important to you will be in tact after the farm
changes hands.
2. DEVELOP A PLAN
After setting goals and objectives, you and your
advisor will work to devise the best strategies to
meet those goals. With access to tax advisors and
legal consultants, you’ll rest easy knowing your
transition plan has been reviewed by experts.
3. IMPLEMENT THE PLAN
This is really where the rubber meets the road. A
well thought-out, comprehensive plan that’s never
executed, is only as good as the paper it’s printed
on. Your Land As Your Legacy advisor will be with
your every step of the way to ensure your plan is
implemented.
To start the discussion about transition planning,
contact Jessamy Fornshell at 852-1429, or Ruth
Geyer at 852-3567 or Courtney Ross at 377-2353.
1 2012 Census of Agriculture, Preliminary Report Highlights,
Agcensus.usda.gov.Publications/2012/Preliminary_Report/Highlights.pdf
CHS Inc. is not affiliated with Nationwide or any of its subsidiaries.
Nationwide and Land As Your Legacy are service marks of Nationwide
Mutual Insurance Company. Neither CHS Inc., Nationwide nor its
representatives give legal or tax advice. Please consult your attorney or tax
advisor for answers to specific questions.
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Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow.
©2016 Dow AgroSciences LLC. DAS (11/16)

®™

Everything you expect. And more.
Straight cutting your canola can be a yield-boosting opportunity. That opportunity
increases when you’re harvesting InVigor hybrids with pod shatter reduction
technology. Ask your retailer for more information, or visit www.cropscience.bayer.us.
Bayer CropScience LP, 2 TW Alexander Drive, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709. Always read and follow label instructions. Bayer, the Bayer Cross and InVigor are registered
trademarks of Bayer. InVigor is not registered in all states. For additional product information call toll-free 1-866-99-BAYER (1-866-992-2937) or visit our website
at www.bayercropscience.us. BAYER CROPSCIENCE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MODIFY OR WITHDRAW THIS PROGRAM OR ANY PORTION THEREOF WITHOUT PRIOR
NOTICE. CR1215INVIGOA208V00R0

MIKE MILLER
CHS SUNPRAIRIE &
DAKOTA AGRONOMY PARTNERS
safety director

HAZARDS ARE EVERYWHERE
IN THIS INDUSTRY

As we prepare for harvest, we want to stress the
importance of safety during this busy season. One of the
most dangerous pieces of equipment on farm implements
is the PTO shaft. We have all heard of the sad stories where
a family member has been entangled in the shaft and lost
his or her life or been seriously injured. Take the few extra
seconds to shut down the equipment before working near
the shaft. This is also a good practice to get into when
working around chains, augers and belts. Many fingers
and hands have been lost in a belt or auger. Any piece of
equipment should have the guard in place to help protect
you when you are near the moving parts.
Another topic is the use of personnel protective equipment
when handling any type of chemical. Rubber gloves,
goggles, safety glasses and a respirator (a dust mask N-95
is a respirator) are some that should be used when handling
chemicals. Also be aware that the clothes that you are
wearing should be washed by themselves. Try not to let
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family members come into contact with the clothes that you
wore while working with chemicals, especially young children.
It seems like a broken record sometimes, but the heightened
regulations for handling anhydrous ammonia are not going
away. With the possibility of some NH3 being applied in the
fall we still have to go by the regulations to be able to fill a
nurse tank. On the opposite page you will find a copy of the
Anhydrous Ammonia Nurse Tank Inspection Checklist. We
all hope you have had a good summer and have been able to
make some fond memories with family and friends. Have a
safe harvest and fall. n

Heightened regulations for
handling anhydrous ammonia
are not going away.
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Make every acre your best acre.
Minot
852-1265
Bottineau
228-3731
Carrington
652-2836
Crosby
965-2265
Rugby
776-5863
Williston
774-0055
Bowbells
Crop Insurance
377-3703
Ward County
Crop Insurance
852-5432

FINANCING RURAL COMMUNITIES
FOR OVER 100 YEARS.

LOANS
LEASES
APPRAISALS
MULTI-PERIL CROP INSURANCE
HAIL INSURANCE
LIFE INSURANCE
FCS OF ND IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROVIDER AND EMPLOYER.

Variety is the key to managing variability.
CROPLAN® WinPak® soybean products offer exceptional stability throughout
your fields with a unique combination of two varieties of seeds. WinPak®
products are designed to manage variability within fields and buffer the effects
of weather and soil types on diseases and other stresses. Our agronomic experts
can help determine which CROPLAN® WinPak® varieties are best for your field’s
unique challenges.

CROPLAN, WinField and WinPak are registered trademarks of Winfield Solutions,
LLC. © 2017 Winfield Solutions, LLC.
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It doesn’t have to come to this. GrazonNext® HL herbicide provides long-lasting, broad-spectrum control of more
than 90 tough pasture weeds. What’s more, it has no livestock grazing restrictions† and most states require no
license to purchase or apply it.1 So instead of weeds, start thinking about the money you’ll save growing more
grass and buying less feed. Relax and leave the weed control to us. Learn more at LeaveTheWeedsToUs.com.

Label precautions apply to forage treated with GrazonNext HL and to manure from animals that have consumed treated forage within the last three days. Consult the label for full details.
Some states require an individual be licensed if involved in the recommendation, handling or application of any pesticide. Consult your local Extension office for information regarding licensing requirements.
Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow. GrazonNext HL is not registered for sale or use in all states. Contact your state pesticide regulatory agency to determine if a
product is registered for sale or use in your state. Always read and follow label directions. ©2014 Dow AgroSciences LLC R38-392-010 (10/14) BR 010-57972 DARPRANG4071
†
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Obsessed about weed control?

